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CONTENTS 
 
 
 
Viscous forces suitable for particle-particle (coulombian) and wave-particle 
(magnetic turbulent) interactions in the solar wind. 
 
 
The solar wind interaction with planetary ionospheres 
 
I - Transport of solar wind momentum to the Venus upper ionosphere  
(discussion of measurements and their interpretation). 
 
II - Calculation of viscous forces at the region of interaction between the solar 
wind and the Venus ionosphere (wave-particle interactions in the solar wind, 
and particle-particle collisions in the Venus upper ionosphere).  
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Entry and distribution of solar wind momentum in the upper ionosphere 
 
Momentum transport processes in the solar wind and in the Venus upper ionosphere are different. For the high (~ 
103 cm-3) local plasma density measured in the upper ionosphere the momentum transport can occur through 
particle-particle (coulombian) collisions, On the other hand, momentum transport in the solar wind (ionosheath) 
may occur through magnetic turbulent conditions where hydromagnetic instabilities (Shapiro et al., 1995) lead to 
wave-particle interactions. Despite their different physical process it is possible to carry out a comparative 
calculation of the parameters that are involved.   For each case we will assume in the plasma momentum equation 
that the inertial force is equal to the viscous force and neglect other forces.  

For the trans-terminator flow in the Venus upper ionosphere the momentum equation is:    
 
ρi νi ∂vi/∂x = µi ∂2vi/∂y2  
 
where ρi vi and µi are the density, speed, and viscosity coefficient of the trans-terminator flow which moves in the 
x-direction.  

In the ionosheath flow the inertial force of the solar wind is also assumed to be equal to the viscous force applied at 
the ionopause. The momentum equation is:  
 
ρsw νsw ∂vsw/∂x = µsw ∂2vsw/∂y2  
 
where ρsw, vsw, and µsw are the density, speed, and viscosity coefficient of the solar wind that streams in the x-
direction. From this latter equation we will consider that the inertial force in the solar wind can be replaced by the 
viscous force so that the solar wind momentum is used to produce the trans-terminator flow.  



Values of the viscosity and kinematic viscosity coefficients (Pérez-de-Tejada, 2009) 
 
Using scale values (upper case) and assuming constant density values both momentum equations  become  
 
 ρi Vi 

2/Li = µi Vi/δi
2   

 ρsw V2
sw /Lsw = µsw Vsw /δ2

sw 
 
where Li, Lsw, and δi, δsw are the length and the width of the region where the viscous forces apply in both 
plasmas. From these equations the ratio of the viscosity coefficients is: 
 
µi/ µsw = (ρi/ρsw)(Vi/Vsw) (Li/Lsw) (δi / δsw)2 

 
which can be estimated by taking typical values, that is: 
 
ρi/ρsw ~ 16 102 (nsw ~10 cm-3 and ni ~ 103 cm-3 for the O+ ions at high altitudes 
Vi/Vsw ~ 10-2 (Vsw ~ 300 km/s and Vi ~ 3 km/s)  
(δi /δsw)2

 ~ 10-1 (Lsw ~ 1800 km, δi ~ 600 km) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Since Lsw / Li  ~ 1 we obtain: µi/µsw = 1.6 implying that the viscosity coefficient, which is an indicator of the 
ability of the flow to modify a velocity shear (Batchelor et al. 1979), may not be very different in the solar 
wind and in the upper ionosphere. This result implies that the  solar wind momentum that is applied to the 
Venus ionosphere and its distribution through the trans-terminator flow proceed at a comparable rate.  
 
Different constraints are applicable to the kinematic viscosity coefficient ν = µ/ρ which gives a measure of the 
particles of the flow for transport momentum (Batchelor et al. 1979).  In this case the large mass density 
values of the O+ ions lead to νi values that are up to three orders of magnitude larger than those in the solar 
wind. Under such conditions the relative value of the Reynolds number R = VL/ν in both regions using νi/νsw ~ 
10-3 and Vi/Vsw ~ 10-2 is Ri/Rsw ~ 10 for equal L values.  



Mean free path values in the ionosheath flow and in the Venus ionosphere 
 
An analysis is required to examine the way in which wave-particle interactions in the ionosheath provide 
a mechanism whose effect is communicated and later handled by particle-particle (coulombian) collisions 
in the Venus upper ionosphere. This analysis can be conducted by examining the mean free path λ 
corresponding to both situations.  
 
For particle-particle collisions the mean free path λi is given by:  
 
λi = 16πεo(KT)2/(Z2nie4)  (Beizer, 1980) 
 
where ni ~ 103 cm-3 is the O+ ion density, T = 2 103 °K, and Z = 8 with K being the Boltzmann constant. 
With such numbers we obtain λi ~ 50 km for the O+ ions in the upper ionosphere.   
 
For wave-particle interactions in the ionosheath flow we can use: 
  
ν = ui λ/2  
 
which relates λ and the thermal speed ui of a gas to its kinematic viscosity coefficient ν (Liepmann and 
Roshko, 1957).  By using ui ~ 100 km/s and ν ~ 6 103 km2/s from the Mariner 5 measurements we obtain:  
λsw ~ 100 km, which is comparable to the λi value.  
 
If wave-particle interactions are responsible for the manner in which the solar wind momentum is 
delivered to the upper ionosphere where particle-particle collisions are applicable it is significant that the 
effective mean free path in both regions are comparable.  
 
A possible implication of this view is that the population mixing that occurs across the region of 
interaction between the solar wind and the ionospheric plasma takes place under conditions in which 
there is also a gradual change in the physical processes that produce the transport of momentum.  
   



CONCLUSSIONS 
 
 

1 -  Viscous transport of solar wind momentum to the Venus upper ionosphere 
is adequate to account the momentum flux of the night-ward directed 
ionospheric flow. 
 
 
2 – Comparable values of the viscosity coefficient of the solar wind with that 
in the Venus upper ionosphere can be derived by assuming particle-particle 
(coulombian) collisions and wave-particle (magnetic turbulent) interactions. 
This result may imply that viscosity could be an inherent property of the solar 
wind derived from either process.  
  







Interacción del viento solar con la ionosfera de Venus 



Flujo ionosférico de Venus 



Figure 7 – Thermal speed, density, and bulk speed of the solar wind measured with the Mariner 5 spacecraft 
(its trajectory projected in cylindrical coordinates is shown in the lower panel). The labels 1 through 5 along 
the trajectory and at the top of the upper panel mark important events in the plasma properties (bow shock, 
intermediate plasma transition) (after Bridge et al..1967).  



Transferencia de momento cinético 









PLASMA CHANNELS 

Schematic of  the Venus nightside ionosphere with plasma  channels that  
extend downstream from the magnetic polar regions. The trajectory of the  
PVO is  traced for a situation in  which the spacecraft  traverses a plasma  
Channel  across the nightside ionosphere (Pérez-de-Tejada, 2001).  



Line spectrum of  the  Mars  halo  measured   with the  reflecting   gratingspectrometer  
(RGS)  of  the  XMM Newton satellite at X-ray wav elengths [ Dennerl et al., 2006]. The 
continuous curve represents the black body emission expected at the T ∼ 1.75 106 °K 
that is inferred by fitting to  the intensity of the dominant emission lines of the 
spectrum.  



Magnus Force Eq:   FM = CM (r2 3 – r1
3) ρ Vi ω    Bernoulli´s Eq:   P + ρV2/2  = cst  

 

 
 

Dawn-Dusk Displacement:    D = A ζ2/2 = (FM/M)[π r2/2 /Vi]2/2 
 
 

 

Miller and Whitten, 1991 Pérez-de-Tejada, 2006 



VENUS EXPRESS  (LUNDIN ET AL., 2011)  





East-‐West	  Displacement:	  	  D	  =	  Aζ2/2	  =	  (FM/M)	  (Ni	  πr	  2/2)2/2	   



A series of flow vortices in the earth´s magnetosphere observed by a Cluster 
spacecraft on July 6, 2003. The magnetic field and its components are 
indicated in the top two panels and the ion velocity and its components in the 
two lower panels  (the velocity components in a reference frame in which the z 
and the x axes are parallel and perpendicular to the average magnetic field 
are in the middle panel). The profiles were selected from those presented in 
Figure 7 of Tian et al., (2010). 



Map of flow streamlines projected on the xy plane derived from the velocity rotation measured in the  
13:36:45 UT – 13:38:20 UT time interval of July 6, 2003 . The streamlines are traced on the ion density  
(top panel) and on the ion temperature  (lower panel) distributions  (the white arrows in the top panel  
represent  the measured  velocity  vector direction, and those in the lower  panel the direction of the  
magnetic field).  The streamlines describe  conditions from the inner plasma sheet  ac ross the dawn  
side of the magnetosphere and were selected from those presented in Figure 11 of Tian et al., (2010).   
 
 



Schematic description of plasma vortices within the earth´s magnetosphere inferred  
from the ISEE measurements. The flow pattern represented by the solid lines  is 
itailward through the magnetosphere as it is indicated by he white arrows at the  
bottom (Hones et al., 1981).  



(left panel) Dawn sector of the flow pattern depicting the 
sequence of flow vectors observed at four different distances 
from the magnetopause. (right panel) Flow in the rest frame of 
the tailward moving wave (Hones et al., 1981).  



(Representative position of energy cycles (rectangular shapes) where measurements 
were made along the trajectory of the PVO in orbit 80 (left panel) and in orbit 68 
(right panel) projected on a quadrant in cylindrical coordinates. The arrows show 
schematically the (latitudinal) velocity direction of ion fluxes detected at different 
energy steps within each cycle.   

PIONEER VENUS (Pérez-de-Tejada et al., 1982) 



VENUS EXPRESS  (LUNDIN ET AL., 2011)  



































    Orbit date  O+ fluxes (UT)                  PT                                     PB                                  PT/PB  
21-08-06            01:45 UT                     0.41 nPa                           0.007 nPa                              60  
22-08-06            01:50 UT                     0.18 nPa                           0.026 nPa                                8 
23-08-06            02:00 UT                     0.14 nPa                           0.024 nPa                                6  
24-08-06            02:18 UT                     0.27 nPa                           0.065 nPa                                4  
31-08-06            02:20 UT                     0.08 nPa                           0.006 nPa                              13  
19-09-09            02:58 UT                     0.09 nPa                           0.001 nPa                              83  
22-09-09            02:13 UT                     0.52 nPa                           0.056 nPa                                9  
23-09-09            02:15 UT                     0.04 nPa                           0.022 nPa                                2  
25-09-09            02:20 UT                     0.12 nPa                           0.028 nPa                              50  
26-09-09            02:18 UT                     0.19 nPa                           0.021 nPa                              40  

 
 

Table I. VEX orbits selected to show the total plasma pressure PT and the magnetic field pressure PB that were  
measured at the time when peak values of the kinetic pressure of O+ ion fluxes were detected as the spacecraft  

  moved through the southern hemisphere in the Venus wake (second column). The ratio of both quantities is 
  given in the right side column (the pressure values are given in nanopascals).  









VENERA DATA (Romanov et al., 1979) 





















 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 1 – (upper panel) Accumulation of magnetic field fluxes around the ionosphere in the ecliptic plane 
[Russell and Vaisberg. 1983].  (lower panel) 3D geometry of draped magnetic field lines as they slide to 
the magnetic polar regions to enter the wake [Pérez-de-Tejada, 1986b].  

 



PLASMA CHANNELS 

Schematic of  the Venus nightside ionosphere with plasma  channels that  
extend downstream from the magnetic polar regions. The trajectory of the  
PVO is  traced for a situation in  which the spacecraft  traverses a plasma  
Channel  across the nightside ionosphere (Pérez-de-Tejada, 2001).  











K. Dennerl et al., 2006 











                    FM = CM (r2 
3 – r1

3) ρ Vi ω                              D = (FM/M) [(π r2/2) / Vi]2/2







 
  

Topographic map of Mars from the MGS MOLA investigation with contours of constant radial magnetic field 
(black:negative, white: positive) as in Fig. 1. Elevation relative to a reference surface (yellow) range up to 8 km 
negative (yellow, green, light blue, dark blue) and 8 km positive (yellow, red, white). Crustal magnetization 
appears largely confined to the ancient southern highlands. Regions of extensive volcanism (e.g., Olympus Mons, 
Tharsis Montes) are non-magnetic as are regions surrounding the large impact basins Hellas and Argyre. 

 





Trajectory of the Mars Express spacecraft in orbit 4032  by the north polar region of 
the Mars ionosphere  traced in cylindrical  coordinates (left panel) and on the plane  
transverse to the sun-Mars axis (right panel).  





Schematic diagram representing a region around the Mars nightside  
ionosphere  describing  ionospheric  plasma  that  has been  eroded  
from the  magnetic polar regions and  is  distributed  with a  velocity  
component directed away from the Mars wake  



K. Dennerl et al., 2006 









MARS EXPRESS 













































Magnus Force Eq:   FM = CM (r2 3 – r1
3) ρ Vi ω    Bernoulli´s Eq:   P + ρV2/2  = cst  

 

 
 

Dawn-Dusk Displacement:    D = A ζ2/2 = (FM/M)[π r2/2 /Vi]2/2 
 
 

 

Miller and Whitten, 1991 Pérez-de-Tejada, 2006 










